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Abstract

Background: Immuno-oncology and cancer immunotherapies are areas of intense research. The numbers and locations
of CD8+ tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) are important measures of the immune response to cancer with prognostic,
pharmacodynamic, and predictive potential. We describe the development, validation, and application of
advanced image analysis methods to characterize multiple immunohistochemistry-derived CD8 parameters in
clinical and nonclinical tumor tissues.

Methods: Commercial resection tumors from nine cancer types, and paired screening/on-drug biopsies of
non–small-cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) patients enrolled in a phase 1/2 clinical trial investigating the PD-L1
antibody therapy durvalumab (NCT01693562), were immunostained for CD8. Additional NCT01693562 samples
were immunostained with a CD8/PD-L1 dual immunohistochemistry assay. Whole-slide scanning was performed, tumor
regions were annotated by a pathologist, and images were analyzed with customized algorithms using Definiens
Developer XD software. Validation of image analysis data used cell-by-cell comparison to pathologist scoring
across a range of CD8+ TIL densities of all nine cancers, relying primarily on 95% confidence in having at least
moderate agreement regarding Lin concordance correlation coefficient (CCC = 0.88–0.99, CCC_lower = 0.65–0.96).

Results: We found substantial variability in CD8+ TILs between individual patients and across the nine types of
human cancer. Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma had several-fold more CD8+ TILs than some other cancers. TIL
densities were significantly higher in the invasive margin versus tumor center for carcinomas of head and neck,
kidney and pancreas, and NSCLC; the reverse was true only for prostate cancer. In paired patient biopsies, there
were significantly increased CD8+ TILs 6 weeks after onset of durvalumab therapy (mean of 365 cells/mm2 over
baseline; P = 0.009), consistent with immune activation. Image analysis accurately enumerated CD8+ TILs in
PD-L1+ regions of lung tumors using the dual assay and also measured elongate CD8+ lymphocytes which
constituted a fraction of overall TILs.

Conclusions: Validated image analysis accurately enumerates CD8+ TILs, permitting comparisons of CD8 parameters
among tumor regions, individual patients, and cancer types. It also enables the more complex digital solutions needed
to better understand cancer immunity, like analysis of multiplex immunohistochemistry and spatial evaluation of the
various components comprising the tumor microenvironment.

Trial registration: ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT01693562.
Study code: CD-ON-MEDI4736–1108.
(Continued on next page)
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Background
The current high interest in immuno-oncology is due in
large part to the recent therapeutic success of approved
immunotherapies targeting the programmed cell death
protein 1 (PD1) and PD1 ligand (PD-L1) and the cyto-
toxic T lymphocyte–associated protein 4 (CTLA-4)
pathways. Six such drugs are now approved for the treat-
ment of multiple types of cancer. These include the
monoclonal antibody therapies durvalumab, nivolumab,
avelumab, pembrolizumab, and atezolizumab, which tar-
get PD1 and PD-L1 signaling, and ipilimumab, which is
directed at CTLA-4 [1–3]. Nonetheless, treatment with
these drugs fails in a substantial proportion of patients.
There is thus a clear need to investigate the reasons for
therapeutic failure, develop biomarkers to identify sub-
sets of patients who are likely to respond, and explore
additional aspects of the immune response to cancer.
The immune response to cancer is complex, and our

understanding overall seems limited. For example, it is
understood that the tumor microenvironment (TME)
involves a mix of cell types and cellular and soluble
molecules interacting in time and space [3–7]. Under-
standing how these factors interact spatially represents a
particular challenge for the field of immuno-oncology.
The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) has substantially
informed our understanding of cancer immunity through
the mapping of key genomic changes for 33 types of cancer
[8]. Importantly, genomic techniques afford comparability
across cancer types because of their ability to measure
numerous immuno-oncology–related genes simultaneously
and because multiple laboratories working independently
can coordinate and harmonize their analyses. These kinds
of studies, however, cannot be used to measure expressed
proteins, the distribution of immune cells in the TME or
the spatial arrangement of different cell types.
In contrast, histopathology-based studies, which employ

a growing number of immunohistochemistry (IHC) and
related methods, now demonstrate key immune biomarkers
that in many cases address certain spatial or morphological
aspects of the TME. These methods are supported by a
variety of descriptive, semiquantitative, and quantitative
scoring methods. The ability of histopathology to provide
accurate quantitative data in a way that also addresses the
spatial aspects of the TME remains limited, though image
analysis is increasingly addressing this limitation [9–13]. In

addition, the inconsistency with which IHC biomarker ana-
lyses are conducted by multiple laboratories hinders the
ability to compare histopathological changes across cancer
types [14]. Overcoming these challenges requires novel
methods and better harmonization among laboratories.
CD8 is a transmembrane glycoprotein expressed mainly

on the surface of cytotoxic T lymphocytes. Studies of
preclinical models and human cancers have shown that
CD8-expressing (CD8+) lymphocytes limit neoplastic cell
growth, suppress tumor infiltration, and mediate the
outright elimination of tumors [15–17]. Accordingly, CD8
parameters have been assessed in many studies of cancer
therapy, including chemotherapy, radiation, and im-
munotherapy [18–20]. CD8 IHC itself has been used to
demonstrate important facets of the immune response
to cancer [21–27]. For example, enumeration of CD8+
tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) has been shown
to be a reliable prognostic marker for a number of
cancers, including colorectal cancer and non–small-cell
lung carcinoma (NSCLC) [3, 21, 23, 24, 28]. CD8 com-
bined with CD3, CD45RO, FoxP3, granzyme B, or other
IHC markers may provide information of even greater
prognostic significance [7, 21]. Measuring CD8+ TILS
may also help to identify patients who are responsive to
cancer immunotherapies. In addition, these and other
studies show the importance of immune cell distribu-
tion as a measure of the immune response to cancer.
Enumerating CD8+ TILs together with TILs express-

ing either CD3 or CD45RO serves as the basis of the
so-called “immunoscore.” This is a highly reliable prog-
nostic marker in colorectal cancer and is currently being
investigated for use in other tumor types [24, 28, 29].
The immunoscore is especially notable because it
requires the enumeration of TILs in specific locations in
the TME, namely, the tumor center (TC) and invasive
margin (IM). A similar approach combining CD8+ TILs
with CD163+ macrophages has shown prognostic value
in breast cancer patients recently [30]. Other studies
have similarly ascribed significance to CD8+ TILs in
additional tumor compartments, such as those infiltrat-
ing the tumor epithelium or the stroma [26, 31]. Studies
have also recently begun to ascribe prognostic signifi-
cance based on the spatial relationships between
immune cells expressing individual markers (eg, CD8
and FoxP3) in different tumor compartments [32]. Thus,
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CD8 represents a key example of the ways in which
histopathology is beginning to address the spatial com-
plexities of the TME as part of our overall understanding
of cancer immunity and toward the development of use-
ful biomarkers relevant to the use of immunotherapies.
CD8 IHC further illustrates the limited capacity of

histopathology to compare multiple cancers due to the
great variability in the methods used by different labora-
tories. This is exemplified by the use of multiple IHC
assays and especially by the use of different means of
quantifying CD8 or CD8+ TILs. Some investigators have
measured CD8+ TILs using semiquantitative methods
[33, 34] or pixel-based measurements with digital image
analysis (IA) [35]. Others have digitally or manually
counted CD8+ TILs, though typically only in a fraction
of tumor sections [16, 36–38]. The original immuno-
score itself was used to quantify CD8+ TILs in the TC
and IM of colorectal cancer, but only in a few selected
regions of each patient sample [29]. Although such
methods help us to understand the TME, they do not
support comparisons of CD8 results across a range of
studies. Studies that instead use IA to quantifiably and
reproducibly measure TIL numbers across entire tumor
sections are rare [39] and to our knowledge have not
been validated for multiple tumor types. In this context,
we report the development and validation of digital IA
scoring methods that have been customized to profile
multiple CD8 measures in whole-tumor sections of
diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL), gastroesopha-
geal carcinoma (GEC), non-squamous (LNSQ) and squa-
mous (LSCC) types of NSCLC, pancreatic carcinoma
(PANC), primary prostate carcinoma (PROS), renal cell
carcinoma (RCC), squamous cell carcinoma of the head
and neck (HNSCC), and urothelial bladder carcinoma
(UBC). We further profiled CD8 in select clinical speci-
mens of NSCLC. Our findings showed a number of
differences in CD8 parameters among individual patient
samples and between different types of cancer. Such an
overall approach can be applied in a common manner to
increase the comparability of tumor profiling for CD8 or
other immune markers performed by multiple laborator-
ies. The use of validated and harmonized IA methods
such as these not only should contribute to our under-
standing of the immune response to cancer but can also
advance the development of tumor biomarkers needed
to effectively pair subsets of cancer patients with appro-
priate immunotherapies.

Methods
Study design
We developed sample acquisition, histology, IHC, digital
scanning, IA, and related processes to quantitatively assess
lymphocytes expressing CD8 in the TME of various
cancers that included degrees of spatial and morphological

evaluation. Automated IA algorithms were developed to
measure multiple CD8 phenotypes in formalin-fixed,
paraffin-embedded (FFPE) samples of multiple cancer
types, each of which was validated against histological
evaluation by pathologists. These methods were applied
first to excisional, nonclinical specimens of nine major
cancers. Next, we validated this IA process in clinical
biopsies of NSCLC patients treated with durvalumab in a
phase 1/2 clinical trial (NCT01693562) and compared
CD8+ TIL densities in a set of 25 paired biopsy specimens
collected at screening and during treatment. We then
developed and validated a scoring method to enumerate
CD8+ TILS in PD-L1–positive and –negative tumor
regions in a separate set of dual-stained clinical specimens.
Finally, we applied a novel IA algorithm to detect and
quantify elongate TILs, a morphological variant of CD8+
lymphocytes, in the nonclinical samples.

Sample sets
Up to 50 FFPE blocks of nonclinical, resected tumors were
acquired for each cancer type from commercial sources
(Asterand Bioscience, Detroit, MI; Analytical Biological
Sciences, Wilmington, DE; Avaden Biosciences, Seattle,
WA; ILSBio, Chestertown, MD; ProteoGenex, Culver City,
CA; Cureline, San Francisco, CA; Tissue Solutions, Glasgow,
Scotland; BioServe, Beltsville, MD; Boca Biolistics, Pompano
Beach, FL; Conversant Healthcare Systems, Huntsville, AL).
Samples were obtained according to sample collection
protocols and informed-consent agreements approved by
each company’s institutional review board. The numbers of
samples that passed all quality control criteria required for
data production are shown in Additional file 1: Table S1.
Individual samples were selected according to applicable
diagnostic criteria and based on histological quality assess-
ment. In each tumor set, we attempted to avoid over-
weighting for certain important patient factors (eg, TNM
stage, Additional file 1: Table S2). However, given practical
limitations, we did not attempt to balance all patient param-
eters that are potentially relevant to CD8.
Clinical biopsies were obtained as part of a phase 1/2

study to evaluate the safety, tolerability, and pharmaco-
kinetics of durvalumab in subjects with advanced solid
tumors (NCT01693562). In part 1, matched pairs of
tumor specimens obtained at screening and during ther-
apy (day 43 ± 7) from 25 enrolled NSCLC patients
treated with durvalumab were analyzed for CD8 expres-
sion. Inclusion of particular patients was based only on
paired-specimen availability. Only the fresh biopsy speci-
men was included for analysis to ensure that it was more
temporally comparable to the fresh posttreatment speci-
men, as well as to more closely match the quality of
specimens obtained for the on-drug biopsies (eg, core
needle biopsy, more consistent fixation and histological
processing). All but one of the 25 subjects had a suitable
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fresh screening biopsy. In the remaining case, the fresh
screening biopsy was not suitable, so the archived
sample from this patient (obtained 2 months before the
fresh screening specimen) was substituted. In part 2,
baseline tumor specimens from 24 patients who did not
meet screening criteria in the NCT01693562 study were
used to compare IA measures in CD8 single IHC versus
CD8/PD-L1 dual IHC. These specimens were prese-
lected histologically to represent a range of CD8 and
PD-L1 expression.

Immunohistochemistry
All tissue blocks were sectioned at 4 μm and mounted
on positively charged glass slides. For most nonclinical
samples, CD8 IHC was performed using a rabbit mono-
clonal antibody (clone SP239, catalog no. M5394; Spring
Bioscience, Pleasanton, CA), and an automated protocol
was performed on a Ventana Discovery Ultra instrument
(Roche Diagnostics, Ventana Medical Systems, Tucson,
AZ) using 3,3′diaminobenzidine as chromogen applied
to sections of LNSQ, RCC, GEC, PROS, and DLBCL
samples. Sections of human tumor known to contain
abundant CD8+ lymphocytes were used as positive
control. A monoclonal rabbit immunoglobulin G isotype
antibody (catalog no. 760–1029; Roche Diagnostics) was
applied to replicate samples as a negative reagent
control. After immunostaining, nuclear counterstaining
was performed and then the slides were rinsed and
dehydrated and coverslips were applied with a perman-
ent mounting medium.
For the LSCC, UBC, HNSCC, and PANC samples,

rabbit clone SP57 (Spring Bioscience) was used on the
Discovery instrument under protocol conditions that
matched the performance of the SP239 assay. To ensure
the comparability of this assay with the SP239 assay, CD8
+ lymphocytes were enumerated in common fields of view
of serial sections of multiple human tonsils and multiple
tumor specimens immunostained with both protocols.
The numbers of immunolabeled TILs in the two assays
were very similar (Pearson correlation coefficient [PCC] =
0.89). The SP57 protocol was also used to stain the
matched sets of NSCLC biopsies from clinical trial
NCT01693562. Details of the CD8/PD-L1 dual IHC stain
are presented in Additional file 2: CD8/PD-L1 dual IHC.

Digital scanning and tumor annotation
Immunostained slides were digitally scanned with an
Aperio AT turbo scanner (Leica BioSystems, Wetzlar,
Germany) at 20X magnification. Digital images were
viewed with Aperio ImageScope software version 12.1.0
(Leica BioSystems) or VeriTrova software (Definiens,
Munich, Germany).
Images were manually annotated by a pathologist using

ImageScope or VeriTrova to denote tumor regions. For

nonclinical resection specimens, the IM and TC regions of
each image were separately annotated on the hematoxylin-
eosin–stained section (KES, PM). The annotations were
automatically transferred to the CD8 section using software
co-registration and were quality controlled for consistency
and completeness. Details of this co-registration process are
presented in Additional file 2: Co-registration.
The IM annotation represented a band of tissue

extending approximately 250 μm beyond and 250 μm
inside any tumor margin that was evident microscopic-
ally. Some samples did not have a recognizable IM
(Additional file 1: Table S1). An IM annotation was not
included for DLBCL to avoid uncertainties between
tumor-infiltrating cells and resident lymphoid cells along
this region. All TC annotations were performed to
include as much of the tumor inside the annotated IM
as possible. An example of an annotated tumor section
is shown in Fig. 1. Because many of the clinical tumor
samples were not acquired by resection, and therefore a
determination of IM was uncertain for many cases, only
a single annotation of “tumor” was performed directly
on the CD8 section to differentiate it from adjacent resi-
dent tissue or thick stromal bands. This annotated area
extended approximately 250 μm beyond any tumor-
stroma margin that was evident microscopically when-
ever sufficient adjacent tissue was present. Substantial
areas of necrosis, hemorrhage, or staining and histological
artifacts were omitted from analysis either by non-
inclusion in the manual annotations or by application of
additional exclusion annotations. All digital image files
and image annotations were uploaded to Definiens via
Aspera Faspex (Emeryville, CA) high-throughput data
transfer. A number of quality assessment measures to
account for the results of key processes in our overall sys-
tem were also performed, as described in Additional file 2:
Quality control.

Digital IA scoring methods
The digital images were imported into Developer XD
software (Definiens) and analyzed using the program’s
cognition network technology [40]. In other studies,
different IA methods have been applied to segment
immunolabeled cells and hematoxylin-stained nuclei
[41–46]. Here, we used rule-based methods combined
with machine learning to segment cells and nuclei of
acquired images, using Developer XD [47]. This
approach was deemed most suitable to account for a
number of variables that can influence the quality of
CD8-related digital readouts, such as histological quality,
tissue necrosis, and immunostaining variability across
numerous tumor specimens. To accurately detect CD8+
cells, we translated knowledge from pathologists into a
rule-based IA algorithm that is implemented in Developer
XD using cognition network technology. First, clearly
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immunolabeled nonclustered cells were detected, followed
by identification of more challenging cell shapes. Then,
regions of densely clustered CD8+ lymphocytes were ac-
curately resolved, taking into account more complex local
information of the cells judged to be positive. In addition,
simple morphological descriptors of valid CD8+ cells,
such as size, ellipticity, and compactness, as well as com-
plex features such as completeness of membrane labeling,
were optimized. Customized removal of cells that were
deemed false positive incorporated adaptive stain-intensity
thresholds combined with morphological criteria. For in-
stance, weakly stained or partial cells that were unassoci-
ated with a detected nucleus were generally discarded.
Here, we focused on CD8+ cells that were segmented

in pathologist-annotated IM and TC regions. To com-
pare the readouts across indications and samples, the
data were normalized and reported as density of CD8+
cells per square millimeter of annotated area. We also
analyzed the morphological appearance of CD8+ cells

and identified elongate TILs. To qualify as elongate, cells
must have been isolated from other CD8+ cells and had
a width of less than 10 μm and a length-to-width ratio
of greater than 2.3. The length and width of cells were
defined as the length and width of the oriented bound-
ing box enclosing the segmented cell. The oriented
bounding box was obtained as the minimum enclosing
box in the orientation of the main axes of the cell. The
axis orientations were computed by eigenvalue decom-
position of the covariance matrix of the segmented
object. Additional details of this process are provided in
Additional file 2: Details of digital IA scoring solutions.

Validation
To validate IA results, we first performed a plausibility
check of the IA result data, which tests whether CD8+
TIL counts are non-negative whole numbers, whether
areas and densities are non-negative floating-point num-
bers, and whether missing or duplicate IA result data

Fig. 1 Image analysis (IA) scheme and manual annotations of tumor regions. Key processes in the overall IA scheme leading to data production
are depicted (a). Tumor regions of images of nonclinical samples were manually annotated by a pathologist to partition invasive margin (IM)
from tumor center (TC). Shown is an NSCLC image (b) to which annotations (c) were applied, along with excluded areas (EA) used to omit
necrotic areas or other interfering histological features
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exist. Next, high-level visual assessment was performed
by an IA scientist at 2.5X resolution for each slide to
identify major errors in the IA, such as incorrect exclu-
sion of histological artifacts. Next, a tool for automated
classification assessment was used to assess the quality
of CD8+ TIL classification and counts. For each indica-
tion, at least 13 high-magnification fields with a diameter
of either 250 or 500 μm were selected by a pathologist
and by an IA scientist using VeriTrova. These fields were
distributed over at least nine different slides. Additional
details of this process are provided in Additional file 2:
Details of the automated classification assessment. More
than 25,000 CD8+ TILs were annotated within selected
fields by one, two, or three independent pathologists.
Based on that, Lin concordance correlation coefficient
(CCC), PCC, and Spearman rank correlation coefficient
(SCC) were calculated. Finally, a pathologist visually
inspected select tumor regions that yielded relatively dis-
cordant results, using either VeriTrova or Developer XD.

Statistical analysis
CCC, PCC, and SCC were used to assess the correlation
between pathologist annotation and IA classification. To
this end, for each sample set, the CD8+ TIL counts per
high-magnification field of view that were identified by
the IA and by the pathologists were compared against
each other. For cell-by-cell assessment, the F1 score was
used [48]. Here, the sum of true positive, false positive,
and false negative across all high-power fields of a
sample set was used for calculation. One-sided 95% con-
fidence intervals were calculated using a nonparametric
bootstrapping approach with 10,000 iterations [49].
Developer XD software (Definiens); in-house software;
R, an open-source software environment for statistical
computing and graphics [50]; and the packages epiR
[51], gdata [52], scales [53], gtools, and ggplot2 [54] were
used to compare annotations against CD8+ TILs classi-
fied by IA.
Statistical analysis for the comparison of cell densities

across indications and between TC and IM was carried out
and plotted in R. The nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-
rank test with a testing level α of 0.05 was performed for
the paired comparison between the cell densities in TC
and IM, and the test statistics were indicated as Wilcoxon
T, using T < 0.05 to signify statistical significance. Detailed
information regarding the data used for statistical analyses
are shown in Additional file 1: Table S3.

Results
IA scheme and scoring validation
We used a number of means to process and optimize the
quality of immunolabeled specimens and to assess the
accuracy of our IA results in both clinical and nonclinical
tumor specimens. The key elements of our IA scheme are

summarized in Fig. 1a. Only images that passed quality
control checks were included in subsequent IA (Additional
file 1: Table S1). For suitable images of nonclinical samples,
a pathologist (KES, PM) manually annotated the IM and
TC regions of each of these tumors (Fig. 1). This permitted
the partitioning of CD8 results according to IM, TC, tumor
area (IM and TC combined), or full section to include any
adjacent resident (non-tumor) tissue. For clinical trial speci-
mens, tumor regions were annotated with no distinction
between IM and TC. This was done because many clinical
specimens were needle biopsy cores and it was often not
possible to histologically distinguish an apparent IM.
Images of full tissue sections were processed with IA

methods that automatically detected the tissue, loaded
the pathologist’s annotations, and segmented CD8+ cells.
Classified image results were reviewed visually by a path-
ologist and compared with the unclassified IHC images
(Additional file 3: Figure S1) to initially assess the accur-
acy of the CD8 detection. The numbers of CD8+ lym-
phocytes determined by IA were then compared with
those of pathologists for all sample sets in a blinded
fashion. We found that the majority of CD8+ lympho-
cytes that were evident microscopically were detected by
IA and annotated by pathologists (Fig. 2a–c). The overall
numbers of immunolabeled TILs counted by IA and
pathologists showed good concordance by multiple stat-
istical measures (Fig. 2d, e). In particular, we emphasized
the CCC [55] over the PCC [56] or the SCC [57].
Although PCC and SCC are blind with respect to
systematic over- or under-counting, the CCC is not.
Therefore, CCC is better suited to gain confidence in
the comparability of results. To characterize the strength
of agreement, we applied the criteria proposed by
McBride [58]. Accordingly, a lower one-sided 95% confi-
dence interval of the CCC (CCC_lower) of ≥0.9 was
characterized as almost perfect, ≥0.8 as substantial,
≥0.65 as moderate, and < 0.65 as poor agreement.
Our validation of IA applied to clinical and nonclinical

sample sets varied slightly (Fig. 2d, e). For the matched
biopsy sets from NSCLC patients in the phase 1/2 clin-
ical trial, we originally compared cell annotations
acquired by a single pathologist with the IA results
shown here. Based on the CCC, the agreement between
IA and pathologist was almost perfect (CCC = 0.97,
CCC_lower = 0.94). To also understand the impact of
scoring by different pathologists, we compared cell
annotations that had been acquired independently by
three pathologists. The agreement between pathologists
was substantial to almost perfect (CCC = 0.92–0.99,
CCC_lower = 0.85–0.97). For this dataset, we also vali-
dated an updated version of the IA method. The applic-
able IA revisions were minor and included a software
update, speed improvements, and exclusion of negative
cell detection because that part of the scoring solution
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had no effect on determination of CD8+ TIL density.
Agreement between both IA and all three pathologists
(KES, PM, JZ) individually (CCC = 0.0.81–0.96, CCC_
lower = 0.68–0.91), as well as agreement between IA and
consolidated pathologist scores (CCC = 0.94, CCC_lower =
0.92) were deemed between moderate and almost perfect.
For the nonclinical sets, IA was compared with pathologist
scores from a single pathologist for each tumor type. There
was also good concordance between IA and pathologist
scores for the multiple tumor sets, although somewhat
greater differences were evident for CCC than for PCC or
SCC. For all indications, CCC showed at least moderate
agreement with the pathologist annotations (CCC= 0.88–
0.99, CCC_lower = 0.65–0.96). Finally, our validation
process, which was carried out in the course of developing
the scoring method, included a visual inspection of tumor
regions that yielded relatively discordant results. We found
that these regions, such as in the IM of multiple cases of
GEC, contained tightly packed lymphocytes that were not
microscopically identifiable as single cells. In essence,

neither the IA method nor the pathologist could accurately
assess the number of CD8+ lymphocytes in such foci. We
also observed small regions of immunolabeled partial cells
with nuclear debris, ie, apparent lymphocytolysis, that nei-
ther the manual annotations nor the IA filtered out. These
too yielded inconsistent agreement between the pathologist
and IA. Because these findings typically occurred in regions
of high CD8+ TIL density and were relatively infrequent,
such problems did not appear to affect the accuracy of CD8
readouts.

Validation of IA scoring of a CD8/PD-L1 dual assay and
detection of elongate CD8+ lymphocytes
Recognizing the potential for IA to measure histological
features beyond simple enumeration of conventional CD8+
TILs, we tested the strength of additional CD8 parameters
of possible relevance to the immune response to cancer.
First, we examined CD8 IHC in the context of PD-L1,
which is foremost among the immunosuppressive mole-
cules currently under investigation. The relationship

a

b

c

d

e

Fig. 2 Validation of image analysis (IA) classification and enumeration of CD8+ TILs. Unclassified images (a) were examined by pathologists at
high magnification, and immunolabeled TILs were annotated in purple (b). The IA software then characterized each cell (c) as true positive (blue),
false positive (red), or false negative (orange). For clinical trial NCT01693562, concordance between IA and each of three pathologists (d) was
determined. For nonclinical samples, concordance between IA and one pathologist was determined and compared, using three statistical
measures for all nine tumor types (e)
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between CD8+ TILs and tumor expression of PD-L1 has
recently become an area of interest [59, 60]. To begin to
study the spatial relationship between CD8+ TILs and
PD-L1–positive and –negative tumors, we applied a dual
immunostain to NSCLC samples and then evaluated the
ability of IA to accurately enumerate CD8+ TILs. In a
group of 24 NSCLC tumor samples of screened patients
who did not meet the criteria for enrollment in clinical trial
NCT01693562, the IA results showed that the overall num-
bers of CD8+ TILs detected in the double stain were highly
comparable to those detected in the CD8 single stain
(Fig. 3). We also found that the IA scoring method showed
good concordance values with scoring by two pathologists
(Additional file 2: Measurement of CD8+ TILs in PD-L1–
positive tumor and Additional file 1: Table S4). We con-
cluded that our IA could accurately measure CD8+ TILs
using this double IHC method and that the CD8 part of the
dual stain was comparable in sensitivity to that of the single
IHC. These findings support the use of IA to explore spatial
relationships involving CD8+ lymphocytes and PD-L1 in
the TME.
Microscopic analysis of numerous CD8-immunostained

tumors revealed that some CD8+ TILs were elongate and
thus morphologically distinct from the generally round
shape of most TILs. On the basis of in vitro studies of
cancer cell killing showing that motile cytotoxic T lympho-
cytes are elongate, whereas sessile lymphocytes are rounded
[61], we explored the ability of IA to detect elongate CD8+
TILs in tissue sections as a potential marker of TIL motility.
To this end, an IA rule set was developed to automatically
discriminate and enumerate elongate CD8+ TILs from

non-elongate TILs. Visually, the IA results showed proper
classification of elongate cells as separate from CD8+ TILs
of conventional shape in the majority of instances
(Additional file 3: Figure S2). To rule out the possibility
that these cells could be reactive fibroblasts or macro-
phages, we also showed that elongate CD8+ TILs
expressed CD3 by double immunofluorescence staining
in nearly all instances (Additional file 3: Figure S3). We
then applied this algorithm to the nine tumor sets. The
resulting data showed that elongate CD8+ TILs repre-
sented a small fraction of overall CD8+ TILs (Additional
file 3: Figure S4), consistent with histological evaluation,
as well as some differences in percentages of elongate TILs
among tumor types. Importantly, it remains to be proven
that this novel morphological signature specifically mea-
sures motile CD8+ lymphocytes in tumor tissues. The IA
algorithm we developed should, however, provide a useful
analytical tool to investigate this possibility.

Comparison of CD8+ TIL densities across cancer
indications and between tumor regions
Numerous cancer studies have confirmed the import-
ance of CD8 as a principal intratumoral marker of
immune activity [4, 15]. In that light, and supported by
our IA validation results, a major goal of this study was
to compare CD8+ TILs between individual samples and
across tumor types. These data for tumor area (IM and
TC combined) are shown in Fig. 4. Notably, the median
densities of CD8+ TILs varied among the different
tumor types. DLBCL had the highest median number of

Fig. 3 Image analysis of CD8+ TILs in PD-L1–positive and –negative tumor. Serial sections of tumor specimens of 24 non-enrolled NSCLC patients
of clinical trial NCT01693562 were immunostained for CD8 alone (a, b, c) and with a CD8/PD-L1 dual immunostain (d, e, f). CD8+ TILs were
immunolabeled brown in the mono stain (a) and purple in the dual stain (d), with PD-L1 labeled brown. IA detected CD8+ TILs as blue in the
mono stain (b) and lavender in the dual stain (e). IA further classified tumor cells (c, yellow areas) in the mono stain or PD-L1+ cells (f, red areas)
in the dual stain; darker shades of red represent more intense PD-L1 expression. IA determined the numbers of CD8+ TILs in the two stains to be
comparable (g); Pearson (PCC), Spearman (SCC), and Lin (CCC) concordance values are shown
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CD8+ TILs, several-fold higher than those of RCC,
UBC, and PROS. It is not surprising to see high num-
bers of CD8+ TILs in DLBCL, given that B-cell lymph-
omas commonly contain non-neoplastic T lymphocytes
that outnumber the neoplastic lymphocytes themselves
[62]. Our data also show a range of CD8+ TIL densities
among individual patient tumors for DLBCL and most
of the remaining cancer types. This is not unexpected, as
several studies have shown variability in TIL numbers
among individual patients affected by particular types of
cancer [3, 21, 23, 24]. Thus, as in the case of RCC,
although this tumor type had the overall lowest median
density and a number of individual samples that were
extremely low, other RCC tumors instead had CD8+
TILs well above the median for all other tumor types
except DLBCL. By comparison, PROS had a relatively
low median density and individual tumors demonstrated
a narrow range of CD8+ TILs. LSCC and LNSQ had
relatively high median CD8+ TIL densities. LNSQ, how-
ever, demonstrated a larger proportion of low individual
values, similar to PANC, HNSCC, and GEC. Although
contrasts among tumor types such as these seem inter-
esting, further study is needed both to demonstrate

consistency in larger sample sets and to possibly begin
to explain the reasons for these differences.
Our use of manual annotations permitted additional

comparisons based on tumor region (Fig. 5). Notably,
CD8+ TILs in the IM were significantly more numer-
ous than in the TC for LSCC, LNSQ, HNSCC, RCC,
and PANC. The reverse (TC > IM) was significantly
different only for PROS. In individual cases represent-
ing all indications, the differences in CD8+ TILs be-
tween IM and TC varied from modest to several-fold.
It is possible that differences in the efficiency of TIL
trafficking within particular regions of certain tumors
could help explain such patterns.

CD8+ TIL densities in matched biopsy sets of patients
treated with durvalumab
We assessed densities of CD8+ TILs as a potential pharma-
codynamic marker in a set of 25 paired biopsy specimens
obtained at baseline and during therapy from NSCLC
patients in the phase 1/2 clinical trial investigating the PD-
L1 antibody therapy durvalumab (NCT01693562) [63].
Tumor specimens acquired during treatment were col-
lected approximately 6 weeks after the initial dose of

Fig. 4 CD8 tumor landscape. The density of CD8+ TILs in the tumor area (tumor center and invasive margin combined) of individual nonclinical
specimens are shown as dots and grouped as violin plots for each cancer indication. The median density of CD8+ TILs is also shown (bars) for
each indication
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durvalumab. Of the 25 included patients, 20 had more
CD8+ TILs during therapy than at baseline (Fig. 6). An
average increase of 365 cells/mm2 over baseline was ob-
served in the on-therapy specimens (P = 0.009). These find-
ings were interpreted as evidence of immune activation
consistent with the mechanism of action of durvalumab. It
is noted that this sample set was not sufficiently powered to
make meaningful comparisons in CD8+ TIL densities be-
tween clinical responders and nonresponders.

Discussion
Studies using CD8 IHC have contributed to our under-
standing of cancer immunity in important ways. Key
among these is the clinical consequence of CD8+ TILs
in human cancer patients, as discussed in a recent
comprehensive review of major types of cancer in which
CD8 was considered alongside other T-lymphocyte
measures [5]. Although very informative, reports such as
this also serve to illustrate the limitations of CD8-related
studies. For example, quantitative CD8 IHC approaches
often lack the ability to accurately analyze large sets of
whole-tumor sections, use different means of scoring
CD8 TILs, and frequently have uncertain validation of
the IA methodology when used. This overall lack of

harmonization, in particular, limits the ability to compare
data across sample sets. In this context, we report the de-
velopment and validation of quantitative, whole-image IA
to measure multiple CD8 parameters in the TME of clin-
ical and nonclinical specimens. Such methods in general
should increase the overall reliability and comparability of
tissue-based, quantitative IHC data. CD8 tumor measures
specifically, whether alone or combined with other im-
mune markers, should continue to provide important
translational value to the field of immuno-oncology.
The ability to compare CD8+ TILs across multiple types

of cancer by IHC based on a harmonized approach has not
previously been reported. Thus, the data from our analysis
of nonclinical samples provides a potentially helpful com-
parative view of the immune response to cancer. For
instance, the different levels of CD8+ TIL densities that are
evident among various cancers may serve as an indicator
of the relative immune responsiveness of each tumor type,
based on concepts of CD8 previously proposed [5, 15–17,
19, 20]. In that regard, we found the highest numbers of
CD8+ TILs in DLBCL specimens, providing additional
support for the prevailing notion of DLBCL as an
immunogenic cancer. Based on the additional belief that
immunogenic types of cancer are potentially amenable to

Fig. 5 Paired density plot of CD8+ TILs in tumor center (TC) and invasive margin (IM) across cancer indications (1/mm2). CD8+ TILs in the TC and IM
were compared. For each nonclinical specimen, CD8+ TIL densities were determined separately in annotated tumor regions as shown in Fig. 1c.
Individual TC scores are plotted as dots and connected to the applicable IM score by a line. Median values for each are shown. For each tumor type,
the Wilcoxon T values denote the degree of statistical difference between TC and IM CD8+ TIL densities. Some specimens without an identifiable IM
are represented by isolated dots for TC (eg, pancreatic carcinoma). DLBCL is not shown because CD8+ TILs were not enumerated in the IM, as
explained in the text
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checkpoint immunotherapy, it is worth noting that a
recent study showed meaningful response to the PD1 anti-
body nivolumab in patients with DLBCL [64]. By compari-
son, we found RCC and UBC had much lower CD8 group
values, suggesting that they may be relatively less immune
responsive. However, such an interpretation could be
misleading, because a number of individual RCC and UBC
samples had relatively high CD8+ TIL densities. These
findings are consistent with the meaningful response to
immunotherapies experienced by some patients with these
cancers. In contrast, PROS samples demonstrated a low
median value within a narrow range of individual CD8 TIL
densities. Combined, these findings more strongly support
the notion of PROS as an immunosuppressed tumor type,
and one for which multiple immunotherapy approaches
have failed [65]. Another notable finding in our data is the
significantly higher CD8+ TIL densities in the IM versus
the TC for multiple cancers. Only PROS samples demon-
strated a significantly lower density of CD8+ TILs in the
IM than in the TC. We are not aware of any basis for such
a distinction in primary PROS, although one possibility is
that TIL trafficking patterns might somehow be different

in this versus the other tumors. Additional interpretations
of the CD8 data presented here are possible.
There are reasons to interpret our data with some

caution. For example, the data representing the CD8
tumor landscape were based on a maximum 50 samples
of each tumor type, which may not reflect the overall
population for the cancer type represented by each sam-
ple set. The reasons for potential bias in small sample
sets could be related to a number of factors that may
affect CD8. These might include mutations in molecules
such as epithelial growth factor receptor, microsatellite
instability, or additional molecular elements that repre-
sent the overall complexity of cancer. In particular, a de-
gree of possible bias might pertain to the RCC samples
in our study. We compared the patterns evident in our
CD8 tumor landscape (Fig. 4) to a similar multitumor
comparison based on TCGA data [66]. We found that
DLBCL had high TIL densities in both data sets, PROS
was low in both, and other cancers were in between.
However, RCC represented an exception. The TCGA
Kidney Renal Clear Cell Carcinoma database demon-
strated a relatively high TIL score, yet in our IHC set,
RCC had the lowest median value of CD8+ TILs. In view
of the larger number of samples in the TCGA
comparison, it is possible that our RCC set included a
comparatively greater proportion of CD8-low specimens.
Otherwise, the TCGA data tended to corroborate the
relative TIL group values that we found. Analysis of
larger tumor sets in general should provide a more
accurate view of the CD8 landscape. Analysis of particu-
lar molecular subsets of cancers, or additional sets
accompanied by important patient information (eg,
survival) would also be valuable.
It is also important to interpret our data with the

understanding that some tumors harbor CD8+ TILs
weighted toward a dysfunctional, rather than functional,
immune-responsive phenotype [15, 28]. Measuring TIL
densities based on CD8 IHC alone may therefore be a
misleading indicator of immune activity in individual
cases. In that regard, the use of multiplex immunostaining
is increasingly being used to better define the phenotype
of individual CD8+ TILs, to study the topographical rela-
tionships between CD8 and other immune cells, or to
determine the localization of CD8+ TILs in distinct com-
partments (eg, desmoplastic stroma) [10–13]. Adding
quality IA methods to multiplex immunostaining should
provide a powerful combination with the ability to better
understand the context of CD8+ TIL infiltrates or the
immune response to cancer. We are currently investigat-
ing several additional immunoregulatory proteins by IHC
or multiplex immunostaining in many of the sample sets
reported here, using an IA approach similar to that used
for CD8. This should expand our classification of individ-
ual tumors and provide helpful immunological context

Fig. 6 CD8+ TIL densities as a measure of durvalumab pharmacodynamic
activity in clinical trial NCT01693562. Enumeration of CD8+ TILs by image
analysis was performed on matched sets of pretreatment and on-therapy
(±6 weeks) specimens of 25 NSCLC patients. Tumor was manually
annotated by a pathologist. The density of CD8+ TILs in paired sets
was compared using a two-sided paired t test. Of 25 patients, 20
had increased CD8+ TILs during therapy, with an average increase
of 365 cells/mm2 (P = 0.009, 95% confidence interval = 101.3–628.5)
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with which to interpret the CD8 data presented here.
Appropriate gene expression analysis of these same FFPE
tissues could provide additional value.
Our inclusion of tumor samples from patients with

NSCLC enrolled in the NCT01693562 trial allowed us to
test our IA approach in clinical biopsy specimens. The
resulting high concordance between IA and pathologist
scoring of CD8 supports the applicability of our methods
to accurately measure CD8 in clinical samples as a marker
of immune activation. We used this finding to show drug
activity in patients treated with durvalumab, consistent
with the mechanism of action of this PD-L1 antibody.
Finally, we extended our IA approach to quantify

conventional CD8+ TIL parameters to demonstrate the
ability of IA to also capture more complex histopatho-
logical information. In one way, we developed a scoring
algorithm that discriminates and quantifies elongate
CD8+ TILs as a morphological parameter that could
serve as a measure of TIL motility, as suggested by in
vitro studies [61]. This is relevant to immuno-oncology
based studies that recently linked increased motility of
cytotoxic T lymphocytes to the efficiency of target cell
killing [67] and separately hypothesized that TIL motility
might help explain the activity of antibody therapy to
CTLA-4 [68]. We found elongate TILs detected by IA to
be consistent with microscopic assessment of TIL shapes.
We also found the resulting IA data to be further consist-
ent with our observation that elongate CD8+ TILs repre-
sented a fraction of overall CD8+ TILs in all cancers
studied. It remains to be demonstrated, however, that
elongate TILs in tissues are in fact motile TILs. It also re-
mains to be shown that this kind of morphological signa-
ture has any clear functional relevance to the immune
response to cancer. We are addressing these and other po-
tentially relevant characteristics of elongate TILs in our
ongoing studies. A second forward-looking aspect of IA
we tested was to demonstrate the accuracy of CD8+ TIL
detection using a dual CD8/PD-L1 IHC assay. We con-
sider this an important practical consideration related to
the current idea that scoring subsets of cancers according
to TIL infiltrates and PD-L1 expression is a useful stratifi-
cation scheme for immunotherapies targeting PD1/PD-L1
[28, 61]. It also extends our previous work showing that a
signature of CD8+ TIL densities combined with PD-L1+
cell densities measured in separate sections of NSCLC bi-
opsies afforded a greater ability to predict response to dur-
valumab than either measure alone [69]. Our validation of
CD8+ TIL assessment in this way supports our ongoing
studies to quantify spatial relationships between CD8+
TILs and PD-L1+ cells in the TME. It also illustrates, for
CD8 in the context of PD-L1, the kind of validation of in-
dividual IA parameters needed to support the broader use
of IA to measure complex spatial and morphological as-
pects of the TME.

Conclusions
Validated image analysis accurately measures CD8+ TILs in
histological sections of human cancers. The quantitative
data thus presented here provide comparative CD8 baseline
information not previously reported for several common
types of cancer. Automated IA should strengthen the ability
of CD8 to serve as a pharmacodynamic or predictive
marker of relevant immunotherapies. The use of validated
and harmonized IA methods moreover should contribute
to our understanding of the immune response to cancer. It
also has the potential to speed efforts to develop the tumor
biomarkers needed to advance cancer immunotherapy.
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